BYD Secures Extra Orders from Sydney Airport Transport Provider

A major Australian airport ground transportation provider Carbridge has placed orders for 40
more pure electric buses from BYD. The contract was signed at the end of January in the
presence of senior executives from BYD and Carbridge, three months after the first BYD
Electric Blu bus made its commercial debut at Sydney Airport.
"We are the first Chinese company to crack Australia's electric bus market, having come a long
way since the trial of our electric buses at the country's busiest airport in Sydney in late 2014,"
said Liu Xueliang, General Manager of BYD's Asia Pacific Auto Sales Division. "This additional
order from a large transport provider like Carbridge is testimony to our quality service and state
of the art technology - and was a very nice present just before the Lunar New Year."
The Electric Blu bus has a carrying capacity of 70 passengers; features purpose-designed
luggage storage racks and has a range of 400km on a single charge. The fleet of six currently
in operation at Sydney Airport is also estimated to lower carbon emissions by 160 tons a year,
reduce waste fluids and noise levels.
The Electric Blu is part of an extensive range of BYD products currently available in the
Australian market, one of 15 in the Asia Pacific region.

About BYD
BYD Company Ltd. is a leading high-tech multinational company based in Shenzhen, China.
Since its establishment in 1995, BYD has developed solid expertise in rechargeable batteries,
becoming a relentless advocate of sustainable development. It has successfully expanded its
renewable energy solutions globally with operations in over 50 countries and regions. After 22
years' development, BYD has created a Zero Emissions Energy Ecosystem -affordable solar
power generation, reliable energy storage, cutting-edge electrified transportation and a state
of the art monorail. These Four Green Dreams make BYD an industry leader in the energy and
transportation sector. BYD is listed on the Hong Kong and Shenzhen Stock Exchange. For
more information, please visit http://www.byd.com.
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